1. Here are a few words you may need to know before watching the trailer:

social worker – break the law – plead guilty – take over – wish – hang – overthrow

Now find their definitions or synonyms:

(to) take control = not (to) respect the rules of society = (to) hope or pray for =

person who acts for the well-being of the community = (to) change through rebellion =

(to) admit you have committed a crime = (to) kill with a rope tied around the neck =

2. You will find on page 2 several sentences from the trailer. They have been scrambled and some words have been erased. Please fill in the blanks and put the segments back into the right order.

3. Once you have heard and written the missing words and then reorganised the speech, prove you have understood. Quote the sentences which show:

a. ... what a determined and strong-willed woman Winnie was:

b. ... how aggressive the South African white government was towards Nelson Mandela:

c. ... to what extent Nelson Mandela devoted his life to the struggle against apartheid:
Shall we begin?

He was Public Enemy #1 hunted by the police, feared by the government revolutionary, outlaw, rebel, radical, liberator, the leader you know, the man you didn't.

My name is Nelson Mandela...

You will never leave here and you'll never touch a woman or a child again.

The situation on the street is out of control...

If the Blacks take over, our country is finished.

You will never leave here and you'll never touch a woman or a child again.

This is your final warning!

The more they oppress us, the harder we fight.

Freedom, it is an ideal for which I am prepared to die.

Somebody want me?

They're not breaking any laws.

AMANDLA!! Zulu word meaning “power”

When I get older, I will be stronger; they'll call me freedom, just like a waving flag...

I you have a lot of... I'm...

want me?
It's a pity they didn't hang you. I'm going to make you wish they had.

You are Winnie Madikizela, the first black social worker that I've ever had. And you are the most beautiful girl I've ever seen.

Something has to change. For fifty hours we have been talking peace and non violence. Not any more.

I have beautiful children and beautiful wife. I want them to walk free in their own land.

The accused are responsible for acts of sabotage with the intention of overthrowing the government. Nelson Mandela, do you plead guilty or not guilty?

My Lord, it is not I but the government that should plead guilty.

Is it that you personally want?

I beautiful and beautiful. I want them to be free in their own land.

---
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